"EXPECTATIONS, RESPONSIVENESS, AND ELECTORAL ACCOUNTABILITY"
None of us have failed to note the challenging times for democracy we live in. Freedom House just came out with its annual report “Democracy in Crisis”, in which the USA is downgraded on political rights for the first time, and they noted the 12th year of decline in the global average of political rights and civil liberties. Varieties of Democracy’s annual report 2017 “Democracy at Dusk?” noted significant backsliding in a number of countries even if there are also advances. The debate on backsliding – its extent, nature, and future prospects – goes on, and should go on.

We cannot but note, however, that democracy is challenged from religious extremists, right-wing nationalists, and populists of various inclinations. It may be the beginning of a “third wave of reversals”, but it may also turn out to be a temporary setback of less global significance than we perhaps fear right now.

In this situation, our section’s members have a special duty I believe to assess the best we can how democracy works and does not, what the trends are, and to engage actively in the public debate. Many of you certainly do. But if we believe in the good of democracy and the role of social science in advancing towards better societies, I think many of us could do more.

We need to base our public engagement on science, naturally. Therefore I am very proud of the current issue of the APSA CD Newsletter, pulled together by Ruth Carlitz, Adam Harris, Kristen Kao, and Ellen Lust. After a series of books and articles have challenged whether the core of democracy – the accountability mechanism between voters and their representatives – works at all, this is a very welcome and important set of contributions. I hope the authors will bring the results and their implications to the public debate in the coming months.

I also wish to encourage, indeed urge, everyone to shoulder our responsibility as intellectuals. We cannot just speak with each other and admire our peer-reviewed articles. Engage at this time. The world needs to hear you.
A core assumption of democratic accountability is that citizens elect representatives to make public policies and other decisions on their behalf. It follows that voters should choose candidates whose policy positions most closely reflect their preferences, and whom they believe have the capacity to deliver. Yet, there is evidence that voter choice in many developing democracies is driven by non-programmatic considerations. That being said, it is rarely so simple that voters in low-income countries just sell their votes to the highest bidder.

This issue of the APSA-CD newsletter examines varied logics of vote choice beyond the canonical model of democratic accountability. The essays that follow consider how ethnic identities, social ties, and information on performance affect voters’ expectations of candidates’ responsiveness, and corresponding choices when voters go to the polls. They also show that the factors that drive voting may depend on the office at stake. These studies are characterized by a range of methodological innovations that permit the authors to identify causal effects.

In the opening article, Eric Arias presents emerging findings from EGAP’s Metaketa initiative on Information and Accountability. He highlights the importance of thinking about voters’ prior beliefs, while also examining the ways in which social networks can moderate the effects of informational interventions.

Next, Adam Harris, Kristen Kao, and Ellen Lust provide additional insights into the role of social ties, presenting evidence that partisanship and ethnicity play different roles in local and national elections. Their analysis of a conjoint experiment implemented in Malawi reveals that ethnicity is not a significant predictor of vote choice in local elections. Rather, such voters prefer candidates who are co-partisan. However, in both parliamentary and presidential elections ethnicity is the only significant predictor of vote choice.

The following two essays deepen our understanding of how voters process information and make decisions. Luis Schiumerini considers why incumbency provides an electoral advantage in some settings and a disadvantage in others. He combines a regression discontinuity design with panel data on the performance of subnational incumbents in Latin America to show that the size of the electoral differential between incumbents and challengers hinges on how much incumbents improve public goods spending relative to their predecessors.

Karen Ferree then highlights the challenges of information processing and decision-making in situations of complexity and uncertainty. She presents the findings of a survey experiment implemented during the 2013 national elections in Kenya, which suggests that voters resort to ethnic shortcuts when mixed outcomes (poor performance in some areas but not in others) raise the complexity of evaluating incumbent performance.

Finally, Kristen Kao, Ellen Lust, and Lise Rakner challenge the conventional wisdom that poor voters prefer electoral hand-outs. They examine voter preferences in Malawi and find that candidates who seek votes through short-term, self-interested incentives (i.e., vote buying) may actually lose support among the poor. Rather, Malawian voters respond most favorably to promises of community goods.

These essays take important first steps in answering a number of important questions in the burgeoning literature on elections. Still more remains to be done to understand fully how voters prioritize different allegiances, when information about candidate performance results in electoral sanctioning, or the extent to which the factors that drive vote choice depend on the office at stake. Nevertheless, we hope these essays provide insights and inspiration, fostering further studies on elections and clientelism.
Canonical models of electoral accountability suggest that incumbent performance information is essential for voters to identify and elect desirable politicians. Electoral accountability is not only a cornerstone of democracy, but is especially important in developing contexts where weak political institutions may otherwise fail to constrain corruption and its pernicious consequences. However, the extant experimental and quasi-experimental literature provides mixed findings as to the extent to which informing voters of poor performance results in electoral sanctioning: some studies show that good performance is indeed rewarded and bad performance is punished, whereas others observe little effect of information provision, or even suggest that bad performance is actually rewarded.

A series of ongoing research efforts have tackled such puzzling mixed-findings. A leading example is Evidence in the Governance and Politics (EGAP) Metaketa initiative on Information and Accountability, where seven projects coordinated similar interventions across six countries to experimentally analyze (and meta-analyze) the influence of information about politician performance on electoral accountability. In this article, I draw on my experience and ongoing research in the Governance and Politics (CGD) Metaketa initiative on Information and Accountability, which in turn makes informational interventions of this kind so relevant.

Information and Accountability: Evidence from Mexico

It is useful to describe the informational intervention underlying many of the results described below. We teamed up with a local, non-partisan, and transparency-focused NGO, Borde Político, and conducted a large-scale informational campaign during the 2015 Mexican elections. Specifically, we provided voters with leaflets describing information from official audits revealing the way in which municipal governments had spent earmarked funds. All informational interventions were randomized at the electoral precinct level, Mexico’s lowest level of electoral aggregation. This allows us to examine voting outcomes at the precinct level while also complementing them with survey data.

Mexico is an informative case as its key political features, such as legacies of authoritarian rule, weak, prone to capture institutions, and widespread clientelism, are commonly shared across the world. Indeed, it is such clientelistic nature of political transactions that hinders accountability, which in turn makes informational interventions of this kind so relevant.

Evaluating Performance: What Do Voters Do with Political Information?

How do voters process and react to receiving political information? Broadly speaking, one can think of two related, but separate dynamics, namely (i) individual-level and (ii) social or community-based processes. Below I highlight new findings that shed light onto how one can think about each one.

Individual Dynamics: The Role of Individual Beliefs

A core insight from our research is that thinking about voters’ prior beliefs can help us to rationalize the mixed findings in the literature. The logic is powerfully simple. If voters already believe that their incumbent party is malfeasant, even the provision of information about what would seemingly be relatively severe malfeasance (e.g., 20% of mismanaged funds) can actually increase incumbent support as long as these revelations are less serious than expected (thus representing “good news”). This can explain why well-intentioned interventions can sometimes produce...
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perverse consequences in terms of supporting malfeasant politicians.

Our research in Mexico pushes forward this argument and leverages a rich set of measures to test it. We find that Mexican voters – who, like voters in many contexts, possess low expectations about politicians’ use of funds – on average actually reward municipal incumbent parties revealed to have wrongfully acted while in office. However, such average increase in incumbent party vote share masks an important heterogeneity. In particular, information increased support for the incumbent in places where low malfeasance was revealed, where voters already believed that their incumbent party was highly malfeasant, and favorably updated their beliefs regarding incumbent party performance. Conversely, voters punished their incumbent party at the polls in cases of outstandingly high malfeasance (i.e., above 50% of mismanaged funds) and in places where voters updated most unfavorably about their incumbent’s malfeasance.

Beyond supporting politicians that are arguably malfeasant, some informational interventions have also identified a disengagement effect – i.e., a suppression of turnout. Once again, considering the role of individual prior beliefs can provide a way to reconciling evidence of both engagement and disengagement. We do so with a novel non-linear argument. Consider the case where voters are bimodally distributed in supporting one of two parties. Information that induces voters to update their beliefs, but not by much, can then motivate voters around one mode to abstain as their relative preference between the parties no longer exceeds the costs of turning out. In contrast, surprising revelations might actually increase turnout by inducing voters who previously abstained (or even support the other party) to now turn out to vote for the party shown to be less malfeasant.

Indeed, we find support for this prediction: relatively unsurprising information – i.e., 20-30% of funds misspent – depresses turnout by around 1 percentage point. Conversely, extreme cases of malfeasance – both 0% and above 50% – mobilize turnout by around 1 percentage point.

This demonstrates the importance of voter prior beliefs in understanding when political information might influence voting behavior, and in which direction.

Social Dynamics: The Role of Social Networks

The process through which voters incorporate newly provided information into their political behavior does not take place in a social vacuum. We know that social interactions matter for behavior in general, and for political behavior in particular, such as turnout or protests. As such, one should conjecture that social dynamics can moderate the effects of informational interventions.

Social networks could moderate the link between information and accountability in two main ways. Networks can facilitate voter learning through information diffusion. Additionally, networks can also induce people to coordinate on voting for the better candidate. However, we know surprisingly little about which of these is more prevalent. As these dynamics often reinforce each other, disentangling them can be difficult.

Our intervention in Mexico actually provides a fertile ground to empirically separate these two mechanisms. Crucially, in our context voters generally believed the incumbent to be more malfeasant than challenger parties. That is, despite the fact that the informational intervention led some voters to believe that the incumbent party was better than they had expected, it did not change the fact that, on average, voters still believed the incumbent party to be more malfeasant than challengers. This context allows us to distinguish whether coordination or diffusion is the driving force behind any moderating role of social networks: while networks’ coordinating role should decrease support for the incumbent after information is provided (as voters coordinate on the less malfeasant party, namely the challenger), the diffusion mechanism should instead increase support for the incumbent (as voters diffuse the “good news” about how the incumbent party is better than previously thought).

Using several approaches that aggregate individual-level networks within precincts, we find that the structure of social networks indeed moderates the link between political information and electoral accountability. While, as noted above, information increased incumbent party vote share on average, this effect was smaller in more socially connected precincts. This suggests a coordination effect rather than a diffusion one. To further support such interpretation, where social networks facilitated tacit and explicit voter coordination against the incumbent party, we turned to survey data. Supporting this argument, voters in more socially connected precincts engaged more with the information provided, were more likely to know that others in their community received the information, and importantly, were also more likely to report that discussion with others about the information changed the way they and others voted.

The coordination emphasis of social networks is not only important for policy reasons, but also for interpreting the extent mixed findings in the literature. One could imagine that coordination dynamics help explain why the effects of information provided by the media or in public settings are notably larger than interventions that privately distribute leaflets to voters.  

Unpacking Political Information

Thinking about how voters internalize and share political information naturally leads to analyzing political information per se. This is an issue of crucial importance as we know that not all political information is the same. Across studies political information relies on different content, it is drawn from different sources, with different methods of delivery – and all these features might even have differential effects across contexts. These are both theoretically and policy relevant considerations. As such, shedding light on the mechanisms underlying them has been the focus of recent research.

Here, I discuss evidence from two of these aspects, namely the type of information and the method of delivery. First, to examine the effect of providing voters with a benchmark against which to compare their municipality’s malfeasance, we supplemented the leaflet by providing the average performance of mayors from other parties within the state. Intuitively, this is important because in order for information to be effective, individuals should believe that a better option is feasible.

Second, to vary the extent to which the distribution of the leaflets is common knowledge among voters within the precinct, we also varied whether leaflet delivery was accompanied by a loudspeaker informing voters that their neighbors would also receive the information and encouraging them to share and discuss it. As public signals have the potential to induce tacit or explicit coordination, this could have strengthened the responses to information through mechanisms often attributed to mass media. Overall, we find little evidence that either variant of the information treatments differentially affected voters. This finding, however, merits further consideration. With respect to the benchmark condition, it is unclear if the treatment overloaded voters with information, or simply they did not believe it to be relevant. With respect to the loudspeaker, despite increasing common knowledge, it did not significantly enhance voter coordination. This insight is relevant as the largest documented effects of information on electoral accountability include a role for broadcast media or public settings. On one hand, this might reflect the comparatively limited reach and salience of leaflets relative to radio or television, as well as the media’s greater potential to facilitate common knowledge. On the other hand, the nature of updating associated with media dissemination may also be qualitatively different. Future research is required to determine what underlies the different effects induced by mass media (e.g., credibility, facilitate common knowledge, etc.) Similarly, and specially relevant for a media-abundant context, an open question remains as to how repeated exposure to information can shape long-run belief formation. For instance, future research might actually disseminate political information in actual media outlets.

Nevertheless, these are only two of many characteristics that define political information. Moving forward, it is also important to shed light on the extent to which other features might influence the information – accountability nexus.

First, the source of information might matter. Across studies, the source of information varies widely. For instance, using publicly available data vis-à-vis using information exclusively created for a given intervention. These are not trivial elements as it is likely the case that citizens do process information differently depending on the source, be it because of trust or other issues.

Similarly, the source of delivery might matter. That is, who is the ‘face of the intervention’ could have non-trivial consequences. We had an extraordinary, well-suited partner in the non-partisan NGO Borde Político. Other studies have, understandably, been implemented with a more partisan color. In a similar fashion, interventions can be more or less linked to foreign actors, for instance, USAID.


6 Voters in the loudspeaker treatment were more likely to correctly recall that the leaflets were delivered accompanied by a loudspeaker (but it was somewhat low at about 10%) and were significantly more likely to believe that a large fraction of their community received the leaflets.

7 See, e.g., Eric Arias, “How Does Media
Finally, the political characteristics of the accountability link at hand might also matter. For instance, different studies analyze different levels of analysis, where accountability is tested sometimes at the local level whereas in other cases is tested at the national level (e.g., local mayors vs national legislators). Importantly, accountability may operate very differently for local politicians who have executive responsibilities and whose actions are potentially more observable to voters, than for national politicians.

Researchers should not only be cautious when interpreting evidence in light of these considerations, but should also keep exploring the ‘black-box’ of information. By so doing we will undoubtedly better understand how these features mediate, if at all, the link between information and accountability.

Challenges & Implications

Partial vs General Equilibrium: Political Responses

Another important lesson from these projects is to further account for the role of strategic political responses. Such responses can take the form of obstacles and intimidation in order to prevent the intervention from continuing (or even beginning in the first place). They can also take the form of strategic actions to counteract it, or even exploit it for an advantage. While the former is common and fully intuitive, the latter aspect is not raised often.

For instance, our staff and implementation team faced political pushback from political-party operatives in a handful of locations. When leaflet distribution began, Borde Político started receiving both complaints about the leaflet as well as inquiries about producing additional leaflets so as to engage in negative campaigning. On other occasions, party operatives took actions sabotaging or neutralizing our intervention. For example, in Cuatitlán Izcalli, Estado de Mexico, local police detained our team and also confiscated the leaflets they were distributing. Days later, forged versions of those leaflets, attacking another party were falsely distributed on behalf of Borde Político. Beyond specific cases, our survey asked respondents whether the incumbent or opposition parties reacted to our intervention – that is, if they made reference to our leaflets via different means (e.g., as flyers, campaign rallies, media outlets, etc.). Respondents in treated precincts recalled that both incumbent and challenger local party organizations discredited or incorporated malfeasance reports into their campaigns.

Crucially, this suggests that researchers should consider the general equilibrium effects of their interventions – examining the conditions under which incumbents and challengers engage with informational interventions in different ways, and the extent to which that influences the estimands of interest.

External Validity is Dead, Long Live External Validity

Another important lesson comes from the joint effort lead by EGAP’s first Metaketa initiative. It is arguably the case that only by coordinating and harmonizing interventions across different contexts we can begin to address the well-known issues of external validity. This approach of ‘cluster’ or ‘linked’ interventions is not only being advocated by EGAP but also by other funding initiatives such as the Economic Development and Institutions (EDI) research programme. Of course, such progress comes with important challenges. Above all, a key take-away from harmonizing efforts is that context is king. As such, it might be hard – and even not possible – to achieve the level of harmonization secured by, say, laboratory experiments where the same game is replicated across settings. In a way, this only further emphasizes the importance of enhancing our understanding about how differences in the types of information, methods of delivery, and so on, affect how we think about voter responses.

Going Forward

While informational interventions are no panacea to improve governance, there are reasons for optimism. A clear reason is that we see voters who process performance information and incorporate it into their voting behavior. A cautionary point, however, is that we also see pervasive low expectations – e.g., in Mexico, the fact that up to 40% of misused funds implies good news is worrying for good governance. Thus, a key challenge for moving forward is not only to further understand the origins of voter prior beliefs, but to design interventions aimed at increasing voters’ expectations and demands on politicians; these might well be a prerequisite for other interventions to produce the desired effect. Pushing towards a better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of how voters process information – i.e., more nuanced theoretical arguments as well as opening up the black-box of information – will allow us to better understand the information–accountability nexus, and as a result, we will be better equipped to inform policies to improve governance.
Examining the drivers of voting across electoral levels is important for several reasons. First, local elections are significant in their own right. Local election results can have important implications regarding access to resources, and they are often viewed as stepping stones for higher level offices. Moreover, the outcomes of local elections affect center-periphery relations. For example, if the local council is dominated by the opposition, the national-level ruling party could easily obstruct their ability to perform by withholding resources. If partisanship has such effects on the ability to govern, then local elections also likely present fertile ground for the development of partisan politics and likely the deepening of democracy in newly democratizing contexts. Finally, understanding the differences in drivers of voting for local and national elections provides insight into scope conditions for electoral studies. When theories fail to hold across elections, we are prompted to consider the underlying conditions that shape dynamics and, consequently, the limitations of our findings.

We focus on two key drivers of voting: co-ethnicity and partisanship. A large body of research illustrates that co-ethnicity is an important factor in African elections. However, recent research has also shown that partisanship also matters, and that ethnicity and partisanship are interrelated and often conditional on one another. Both co-ethnicity and co-partisanship offer signals to voters concerning shared interests and commitment to campaign promises, offer cues that are particularly important in information-poor environments, and are likely to reinforce motivated reasoning.


Further, recent research questions the ethnic census characterization of elections in the developing world, but it does not examine how the importance of ethnicity varies between local and national levels. Indeed, most studies of partisanship and ethnicity in Africa investigate national-level elections. We need to move the debate over ethnicity and partisanship forward by considering the relative importance of ethnicity and partisanship in local, parliamentary, and presidential elections.

Specifically, we argue that partisanship and ethnicity play different roles in local and national elections. Partisanship will play a more important role in determining vote choice in local elections because local officials need to access resources and, as national officials tend to reward co-partisans, party affiliation is a better signal of ability to tap into the reserves of the central state. In contrast, co-ethnicity is more important for national level elections, as these officials are able to access resources directly and expected to channel resources to co-ethnics.

Let us begin by considering the distinctive features of local, parliamentary and national elections. The resources, power, and roles of local councilors, members of parliament, and the president vary widely. These factors should affect the strategic calculations of voters as well as how different candidate attributes affect their ballot choices. In much of the world, local representatives are weak, with little control over budgets and limited ability to tax. Given this, if local councilors are to have influence, they need to have good relations and political connections with more powerful central actors. Parliamentarians, in contrast, have more financial latitude, particularly in many countries in which they control Constituency Development Funds (CDFs). Presidents are arguably the least financially constrained and exercise greatest power and influence. Politicians elected at the national level have greater resources, but given resource constraints, they tend to focus their efforts on certain communities. At the national level, co-ethnicity with a politician has been shown to increase the likelihood of receiving services.

Therefore, ethnicity is likely a key driver of national vote choice.

Partisanship not only offers cues to voters concerning relationships between the elected officials and voters, but also between political actors. We expect these cues to be particularly important in local elections because local officials rely on more powerful political actors to serve as their link to central government resources. In this case, we should expect partisanship to signal that the local official can obtain resources through political party members in power at the central level. If voters have greater assurance that the candidate will be connected to networks of power, they are more likely to support the candidate. Co-partisanship, particularly with strong parties, provides such hope. Such cues are much less important for high office-holders, where gaining the office alone affords the necessary power and resources to make good on campaign promises, govern, or provide patronage.

Further, in line with extant literature, we anticipate that voters will prefer co-ethnic candidates, but we argue that they are more likely to do so in national elections. While much of the literature posits that candidates are obligated to provide services to their co-ethnics once in office, we argue that the expectation

---


6 This logic resonates with research in Zambia, which finds that voters consider the strength of the relationship between local elites and parliamentary candidates when making decisions at the ballot box. See, Kate Baldwin, “Why vote with the chief? Political connections and public goods provision in Zambia,” American Journal of Political Science, 57.4 (2013): 794-809.


8 Of course, we recognize that there is some overlap between ethnicity and partisanship are highly inter-related [see Elizabeth Carlson, “Finding partisanship where we least expect it: Evidence of partisan bias in a new African democracy,” Political Behavior, 38.1 (2016): 129-154]. However, this overlap is far from perfect, particularly in places like Malawi.

9 Daniel Posner, Institutions and Ethnic Politics
that they prioritize co-ethnics is predicated on the expectation that they control resources. Importantly, given that national-level politicians control resources, once a local politician accesses them, s/he is likely obliged to benefit the co-ethnics of the higher authority and thus ethnicity of the local candidate is not of primary concern.

The preceding discussion leads to two key expectations. First, we expect that voters will prefer local candidates who are their co-partisan (rather than co-ethnic), given that they will see them as having the necessary links to the party structure and being capable of delivering patronage, good governance, etc. Second, voters in parliamentary and presidential elections are significantly more likely to prefer their co-ethnic (but not co-partisan) candidates. In sum, given that access to resources and power vary across elections, we anticipate that the importance voters place on ethnicity and partisanship in each election will also vary.

An Empirical Test in Malawi

We test the relative importance of ethnicity and partisanship on vote choice across election types using a conjoint experiment that presents each respondent with two candidates with randomly assigned attributes and asks the respondent to choose their preferred candidate. The experiment was embedded in the 2016 Malawi Local Governance Performance Index (LGPI) survey. The survey was conducted on over 8,100 Malawians although only a subset of the respondents (1,470) received the conjoint experiment. We asked respondents to choose between two candidates with randomly varied attributes (ethnicity, partisanship, gender, village of origin) and platforms (targeted, club, or public goods) for either local, national legislative, and executive office. After viewing the two candidates, we asked each respondent which of the two candidates she would most likely support. Responses to this question then constitutes our dependent variable.

Each respondent saw two elections (evaluated two pairs of candidates) of the same type. We randomly assigned respondents to local, parliamentary, or presidential elections, and in order to avoid confusing respondents over the type of election in question, each respondent participated in two elections of the same type. This experimental setup allows us to analyze the extent to which these factors affect respondents’ assessments of candidates differentially across election types.

The results from OLS regression analysis reveal that in local elections voters prefer candidates who are co-partisan. Ethnicity is not a significant predictor of vote choice in local elections at conventional significance levels. However, in both parliamentary and presidential elections the only significant predictor of vote choice is ethnicity: voters prefer co-ethnic candidates. These findings support the argument presented above and are robust to a number of specifications.

We also conduct additional analysis to more directly test the role of political connections across officials as well as to determine if ethnicity does not matter in local elections because localities are not diverse, and in both cases the results support our main argument.

Conclusion

The results from the Malawi experiment suggest that partisanship is more important in determining vote choice than ethnicity in local elections, in contrast to much of the extant literature on voting in developing democracies. In local elections, co-partisanship likely acts as a better cue as to whether or not an individual is likely to benefit from a candidate’s election to local office. This is the case because while the office itself lacks power and resources, a connection with a larger political party, offers added influence to the office. While few studies of elections in the developing world explore the role of ethnicity in local elections, these results suggest that we cannot easily apply findings from national-level elections to local elections. Importantly, while the national election results ring true with the findings in much of the literature, when combined with the local elections results suggest that the portrayal of African politics as highly ethnicized may be overstated by the extant literature.

These findings have important implications. First, they suggest that conclusions drawn from studies of elections at one level - local, parliamentary or presidential - cannot simply be generalized to elections at other levels. Second, these findings suggest the need for additional research on co-partisanship in local elections.
other levels. Simply because co-ethnicity with the candidate is an important predictor of vote choice in parliamentary and presidential elections does not necessarily indicate that it is equally important or operates in the same way at the local level. Further, partisanship arises as a key predictor of vote choice in local elections, suggesting that local elections could be fertile ground for the development of partisan politics in newly democratizing contexts. That said, the results also bring to light an important relationship between ethnicity and partisanship. Not only, as past studies have acknowledged, are partisanship and ethnicity interrelated, but the ethnicity of a party and the ethnicity of an individual candidate may have distinct and often countervailing effects that vary by election type.

Finally, the findings of this paper demonstrate the need for further investigation of the differential effects of election type on electoral behavior and a move away from generalizing from one election type to another. This study is an important step toward this goal. While Malawi is representative of an African country in many ways, studies that further establish the external validity of these results are needed.
Officetaking politicians bear widely different electoral fortunes across the world. Incumbents enjoy a sizable electoral advantage in Argentina, Chile, Germany, the United Kingdom, and the United States. But incumbents also suffer from an electoral disadvantage in other countries, such as Brazil, Ghana, Mexico, Peru, India, Romania and Ghana. This variation in incumbency effects has prompted a vibrant comparative research agenda. While earlier work focused on incumbency advantage in the U.S. Congress, recent studies zero in on incumbency disadvantage in subnational elections in the developing world. Why does incumbency provide an electoral advantage in some settings and a disadvantage in others? Why would voters prefer or oppose politicians by sole virtue of their incumbency status?

In this brief entry, I report on my ongoing research on incumbency effects in subnational elections in Latin America. I propose a theoretical argument and summarize evidence from Argentina, Brazil, and Chile that suggests that incumbency effects are the outcome of how citizens carry out electoral accountability in low information environments.

Incumbency Effects: What they are and why they matter

Let us begin with a working definition: an incumbency effect is the difference in the electoral success of incumbents and challengers that arises because incumbents hold office. This definition clarifies the normative problem that incumbency effects pose for democracy. Electoral accountability works because incumbents anticipate that voters will reward them for providing good representation. But this electoral incentive diminishes if incumbents know that their electoral fortunes are influenced ex ante by holding office.

Incumbency effects thus represent an imperfect political equilibrium that weakens the quality of democratic accountability. The extent of this negative effect depends on why incumbency effects come about. In what follows, I present a critical review of the answers provided in the literature, and then offer an alternative interpretation.

Existing explanations

The dominant explanation for incumbency advantage in the U.S. Congress stresses the perks of office. These are institutional resources – including franking privilege, staff, media access, pork-barreling amendments – that allow incumbents to earn name recognition and signal their accomplishments to voters. Because challengers have no access to them, these perks provide incumbents with structural electoral advantage. But the perks of office cannot fully explain why voters would confer incumbents with a systematic advantage over challengers. Research on retrospective voting has shown that voters evaluate incumbents by benchmarking their performance against the past. If voters behave in this way, they should discount any accomplishments solely based on the perks from office and, as a result, not necessarily favor the incumbent. US-based explanations thus fail to account for the microfoundations of incumbency effects.¹

Explanations of incumbency effects in the developing world pay more attention to voters. A well-established research tradition argues that incumbents can defeat the opposition by distributing targeted handouts and strategically allocating public employment to voters in exchange for support. Clientelism and patronage can produce an advantage to the officeholder pervasive enough to lead to the creation of subnational authoritarian enclaves.²

¹This is a simplified version of the voluminous literature on incumbency advantage in the United States. For some key contributions see inter alia Robert Erikson, “The Advantage of Incumbency in Congressional Elections,” Polity 3 (1971): 395-405; David Mayhew, “Congressional Lections: The Case of the
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Motivated by the puzzle of incumbency disadvantage in places like India and Brazil, several studies stress the role of corruption. Klašnja develops a theory in which the over-supply of corrupt politicians leads to the election of rent-seeking incumbents, leaving voters with little choice but to oust them from office. This punishment may become an incumbency disadvantage equilibrium if voters have reasons to believe that rent extraction increases with time in office. In another piece, Klašnja exploits exogenous variation in the salaries of Romanian mayors to show that incumbency disadvantage increases with incentives for corruption.3

Beyond bad governance

Arguments that stress clientelism and corruption as sources of incumbency advantage and disadvantage suggest that incumbency effects emerge due to bad governance. The implications for democratic accountability are worrisome. If clientelism is so widespread that voters sell their votes or if corruption is so endemic that voters oust incumbents as a matter of course, incumbency effects represent a bad expectations equilibrium. Bad governance reproduces over time and voters cannot use the ballot to change the incentives of politicians.4

There are, however, good empirical reasons to believe that incumbency effects may not be as detrimental as these theories suggest. The emerging consensus in studies of new democracies indicates that the electoral fortunes of incumbents are tightly linked with good governance in a variety of settings, including Latin America, Africa, and Eastern Europe.5

Building on this research, in my book project I develop a theory that reconciles incumbency effects with electoral accountability by stressing voters’ imperfect evaluations of incumbent performance. This research combines case studies of municipalities, analyses of aggregate electoral results, and original survey experiments from Brazil, Argentina, and Chile.

My point of departure is that voters use performance in office as a signal of the competence of the incumbent in contexts where political parties do not carry programmatic information. Voters focus on public goods provision when evaluating subnational incumbents. Yet, the public goods that voters observe do not depend solely on incumbent competence, but rather on funding by fiscal transfers from upper levels of government. These transfers hinge on exogenous factors, such as tax-sharing agreements, national policies, and international economic cycles. Voters, however, seldom have detailed knowledge about policy-making to fully discount these exogenous factors from their evaluations. These national-level exogenous factors systematically affect voters’ performance evaluations making incumbency, on average, an advantage or a disadvantage.6

But voters can partially discount unprecedented shocks by comparing the performance their incumbents deliver against the performance delivered by other incumbents.7 This correction reduces incumbency effects and allows voters to partially discern competence from performance amidst exogenous...
shocks. As a result, incumbency effects should be heterogeneous within countries: incumbents who satisfy voters' expectations should defeat challengers and obtain an incumbency advantage, while those who disappoint voters will obtain an incumbency disadvantage.

Public goods provision and incumbency effects

I examine heterogeneity of incumbency effects across subnational units combining a regression discontinuity design to estimate the causal effect of incumbency, with panel data on the performance of subnational incumbents in Brazil, Argentina, and Chile. Consistent with my expectations, across the three countries, I find that the size of the electoral differential between incumbents and challengers hinges critically on how much incumbents improve public goods spending relative to their predecessors.

The case of Brazil is striking in this regard. As other scholars have shown, Brazilian mayors suffer from an overall incumbency disadvantage in the period between 2000 and 2016.8 On average, they are 6 percent less likely to win an election than an opposition candidate. But this incumbency disadvantage masks wide heterogeneity. Once we disaggregate across electoral cycles, we observe the relevance of national external shocks. While the typical mayor had a disadvantage in years where fiscal constraints reduced public goods spending, incumbency produced an advantage in years of fiscal abundance. Yet, independent of national trends, public goods delivery is the key to an incumbent's electoral fortune: high performing mayors obtain an incumbency advantage, while low performing mayors obtain and incumbency disadvantage. My analysis also reveals that public goods spending is a stronger predictor of incumbency effects than measures of corruption and patronage.

How voters discount external constraints

I argue that incumbency effects are heterogeneous because voters can partially benchmark incumbent performance. I provide two pieces of evidence for this claim.

First, using aggregate data from Brazil, Argentina, and Chile, I decompose subnational changes in public goods that respond to national trends from the component that is specific to the subnational unit. If voters fully discounted external shocks, they would only respond to the subnational component, which captures how much a given mayor outperforms the trend within a state. To the extent that voters respond to the national component, they would be not fully discounting. Across the three countries, I find that voters benchmark performance, but only partially. The results are very similar across Argentina, Brazil, and Chile: a standard deviation in national trends has an impact just as large as a standard deviation in the subnational component.

To dig deeper into voters' evaluations, I take advantage of original survey experiments conducted in Argentina and Brazil. In both cases, I randomly exposed voters to information on public goods spending and fiscal windfalls affecting subnational incumbents in order to assess whether these factors shaped their vote intentions or competence evaluations. Consistent with my expectations, I find that voters reward incumbents for increased spending, but do not update their vote choice or competence assessments when they learn that mayors benefited from a fiscal windfall.

Political parties and incumbency effects

One of the reasons why voters use incumbent performance as a shortcut is that political parties do not provide them with reliable information. This suggests that informative party labels could attenuate the relationship between performance and incumbency effects. Brazil offers a useful context to evaluate this claim. While most parties do not cultivate programmatic reputations, the center-left Workers' Party is an exception. I exploit this variation in two complementary ways. First, I find that while public goods spending only weakly affects the electoral performance of mayors from the Workers' Party, it is highly consequential for other parties. I also examine the role of party labels in the previously mentioned survey experiment. In half of the electoral scenarios, I randomly assigned voters to mayoral candidates with real party affiliations. The results show that voters cease to respond to incumbent spending when one of the hypothetical candidates is randomly assigned to belong to the Workers' Party.

Theoretical and policy implications

My ongoing research suggests cautious optimism about the implications of incumbency effects for democratic representation. Incumbency advantage and disadvantage are no panacea. If incumbents bear different electoral fortunes simply because they hold office, elections may not encourage
incumbents to maximize effort on behalf of citizens. But my argument implies that incumbency effects do not render the ballot an ineffective instrument of accountability. On the one hand, I have reported evidence from three developing democracies that suggests that incumbency effects emerge because citizens reward incumbents for delivering on outcomes that improve their welfare, such as spending on health and education. These findings contrast with recent arguments that attribute incumbency advantage to clientelism and incumbency disadvantage to corruption. On the other hand, I discussed evidence suggesting that voters can use the information available to correct their evaluations and partially attribute competence from observed performance. These findings contrast with studies of the United States, which depict voters as responding to the perks of office without scrutinizing the record of incumbents in office.

Though the evidence is clearly mixed, some studies find that information increases the quality of performance evaluations. My research identifies avenues for refining these interventions. While none of these avenues are entirely new, taken together they suggest that performance information alone might be insufficient to influence the quality of accountability.

The first implication of the research I reported is to suggest shifting the performance metric from bad governance to good governance. Indeed, a significant share of existing interventions focus on incumbent malfeasance. The evidence I discussed indicates that voters are more sensitive to the delivery of public goods than to information about corruption or particularistic spending. My research suggests, as a second implication, that providing voters with information on the performance of other districts would greatly improve their ability to identify competent representatives. Besides improving the quality of performance information, the research discussed also identifies other kinds of information for improving accountability. In fact, I have shown that voters are willing to incorporate candidate platforms and party affiliations in their evaluations. Informational campaigns would thus benefit from helping voters associate candidates with party reputations and future-oriented policy objectives. The last implication of the findings reported is that voters would benefit from interventions providing voters with knowledge about the institutional environment in which decisions are made. Benchmarks might help voters correct their evaluations ex post, but understanding what falls within the scope of incumbent authority may prevent voters from making errors ex ante.

These theoretical contributions carry policy implications. A growing body of research examines whether providing voters with information about incumbent performance improves accountability.9

9 An emblematic and extremely ambitious informational intervention is the MetaKeta initiative organized by the Evidence in Governance and Politics network of scholars. This project funded common informational interventions to assess the impact of providing voters with information about politician performance in Benin, Brazil, Burkina Faso, India, and Mexico, and two in Uganda, with funding ranging from $175,000 to $300,000. See http://egap.org/metaketa/metaketa-information-and-accountability. On the effect of corruption on voting see, for example, Claudio Ferraz and Frederico Finan, “Exposing Corrupt Politicians: The Effects of Brazil’s Publicly Released Audits on Electoral Outcomes,” Quarterly Journal of Economics 123.2 (2008): 703-45. On the effectiveness of interventions targeting benchmarks and authority information see Jessica Gottlieb, “Greater Expectations: A Field Experiment to Improve Accountability in Mali,” American Journal of Political Science 60.1 (2016): 143-157.
ACCOUNTABILITY AND THE CHALLENGES OF PERFORMANCE VOTING IN AFRICA
Karen Ferree, University of California, San Diego

Beginning in the late 1980s, a wave of democratic experimentation brought elections in one form or another to most of sub-Saharan Africa. A core group of African countries have held five or more repeated competitive elections for the highest branches of government, satisfying at least minimal procedural definitions of democracy. Models of accountability suggest that competitive elections improve governance by enabling citizens to remove poorly performing politicians.¹ The threat of sanction improves outcomes, either by motivating politicians to curb selfish impulses or by inducing higher quality politicians to enter office in the first place. These models rest on a core behavioral assumption: citizens condition votes on incumbent performance. Do African voters, in fact, behave in this fashion?

Social scientists studying Africa have contemplated the performance orientation of African voters since the recent wave of democratization began thirty years ago. Unfortunately, this research has yet to render a clear answer to the question. While studies document persistent correlations between subjective performance evaluations or objective performance records and either reported vote choice or actual election outcomes, it is also true that co-ethnicity strongly predicts African voting behavior, complicating a pure performance narrative. Moreover, field experiments testing accountability models have produced null results or highly contingent findings.

In this essay, I review the debate about performance voting in Africa. I then suggest that future work should reconsider the behavioral assumptions of accountability models and whether they apply to African electorates. Voters confront significant challenges related to information and complexity when evaluating performance in the real world. Moreover, as suggested by a long line of research in psychology and behavioral economics, low information and complexity induce human beings to rely on heuristics like ethnicity to make voting decisions. As a result, ethnic voting may emerge as a response to the challenges of assessing performance in elections.

I conclude by discussing a survey experiment that I conducted with Clark Gibson and James Long during the 2013 Kenyan election. We implemented this experiment in a large, nationally representative exit poll of voters. The experiment examined the effect of a particular form of complexity: mixed performance records, which are very common in Africa, where incumbents typically perform well on some outcomes but poorly on others. We hypothesized that mixed records induce higher reliance on ethnic cues, and the results of the experiment strongly support this intuition. Our findings highlight the benefits of coupling future field experimental work with lab or survey experiments that tease out particular mechanisms. Our findings also suggest the value of further work exploring the role of information and complexity in performance voting.


At the same time, two persistent findings contradict the performance voting narrative. First, although Africans seem to reward politicians whom they believe have performed well, their behavior also suggests a strong revealed preference for co-ethnic candidates. This preference is not universal. In some countries (e.g., Uganda, Tanzania), ethnicity appears to drive voting less than in others (e.g., Benin, Kenya). It is also true that not all voters have the choice of co-ethnic candidates, while others have only co-ethnics on their ballots. Thus, a preference for co-ethnics does not always provide a clear choice. Nonetheless, co-ethnicity frequently predicts voting behavior.

Early studies either pitted performance and ethnic voting or asserted the preeminence of one while ignoring evidence of the other. Later work acknowledged that African voters engage in both types of voting but offered few clues about when and how they interact. More recently scholars have begun to explore these interactions more fully. Long and Gibson suggest voters are more likely to forgive poor performance by co-ethnic politicians than by their non co-ethnic counterparts. Carlson argues that voters only reward good performance by co-ethnics because they believe good performance by non co-ethnics will not benefit them. Adida et al. extend and reinterpret motivated reasoning arguments for Africa, positing that African voters discount negative and overweight positive performance information about co-ethnics but do the opposite for non co-ethnic candidates. Voters thus act to align performance evaluations with ethnic preferences, generating a spurious correlation between subjective evaluations and voting. Taken as a whole, these studies cast dim light on how they interact. More recently, these interactions more fully. Long and Gibson suggest voters are more likely than voters in information-poor environments to depart from ethnic voting, presumably to support higher quality candidates. Field experimental tests in Africa directly randomizing information about performance have produced either null results or highly contingent ones, however. An early and influential experiment by Humphreys and Weinstein randomized provision of performance scorecards for Members of Parliament to Ugandan voters. Surprisingly, voters did not alter their voting behavior in response to the information. Lieberman et. al conducted a randomized intervention in Kenya that provided villagers with information about test scores of local school children and strategies for holding local officials accountable for education outcomes. The intervention produced no clear changes in either private or public political behavior. Most recently, a large, coordinated effort to evaluate information and accountability through linked field experiments in


several African countries – the Metaketa initiative – produced a convincing null effect in meta-analysis across cases, although contingent effects were found for some experiments. Given the rigor, large scale and sophisticated implementation of these experiments, their null or contingent findings draw into question earlier observational studies.4

In sum, African voters tell us they care about performance and African politicians behave as if they believe performance matters, but the persistence of ethnic voting and the apparent immunity of African voters to information about the performance of elected leaders raise many questions about performance voting in Africa. Are correlations between performance evaluations and outcomes spurious? Are they conditional? If the latter, under what conditions does performance voting emerge and when do other factors like ethnicity supersede it?


Complexity, Uncertainty, and Ethnic Shortcuts

To understand how and when performance voting breaks down and ethnic voting emerges, it is useful to return to accountability models. These models present performance voting as a relatively simple task, but voters confront numerous challenges to evaluating and acting on performance information. In previous work Lieberman et al. identified challenges related to motivation, capacity, and collective action, suggesting that voters who do not care about performance or do not believe they have the ability to influence politicians through their votes are less likely to use their votes as a sanctioning device.5 I focus instead on a different set of challenges: those posed to information processing and decision-making in situations of complexity and uncertainty. These challenges arise frequently in Africa, where incumbents deliver mixed records, information is often discounted as not credible, and it is not always clear how much control incumbents actually have over policy outcomes. I suggest here that voters respond to complexity and uncertainty in predictable and well-known ways: by falling back on informational shortcuts.

In Africa, these shortcuts are frequently ethnic in nature. Hence ethnic voting emerges as an instrumental response to the challenges of assessing performance in complex or information poor situations.

We can begin by considering the concept of “performance.” Models of accountability envision voters evaluating a single dimension of politician performance, usually macroeconomic in nature (in sociotropic models) or related to personal financial fortunes (in egocentric models). Yet, as noted by Stokes and Adida et al., politicians perform on multiple dimensions, from the delivery of private economic benefits, to the provision of public goods like security, nation building, and institutional reform. Politicians mend fences and build bridges, both physical and metaphorical.6 Moreover, real and perceived performance across dimensions is often inconsistent: roads and schools are developed, while security deteriorates. Long desired institutional reforms are implemented, while corruption within their own party remains rampant.

The dimensionality of performance creates cognitive challenges for voters. To arrive at a single evaluation of performance, voters must focus on one dimension while ignoring the others, or figure out how to aggregate across them. When all arrows point in the same direction, such calculations may not be difficult. When performance is mixed, however, the task gains complexity. It requires voters to weigh different dimensions against each other: the politician delivered good economic growth but also spiraling crime levels. Do they cancel each other out, or does one count more than the others? The more dimensions there are, and the more mixed the performance, the more complex this aggregation process becomes. Furthermore, as suggested


by Adida et al., voters may perceive negative complementarities between dimensions. Good performance on one (e.g., performance in the national legislature) could auger poor performance on another (e.g., local constituency service). If true, then the aggregation task facing voters again gains complexity. Models of accountability generally ignore the challenges generated by complex choices, yet such complexity may hinder the ability of voters to behave in ways consistent with model assumptions.  

7 See Claire Adida, Jessica Gottlieb, Eric Kramon, and Gwyneth McClendon, “Breaking the Clientelistic Voting Equilibrium: The Joint Importance of Salience and Coordination,” Unpublished manuscript (2017). Prior work on complexity and choice has primarily examined how the number of options in the choice set affects behavior but not the challenges introduced by aggregating across dimensions. Complexity due to choice set size has been studied in economics and psychology (Sheena S. Iyengar and Emir Kamenica, “Choice Proliferation, Simplicity Seeking, and Asset Allocation,” Journal of Public Economics 94.7-8 (2010): 530-539; Sheena S. Iyengar, and Mark R. Lepper, “When Choice Is Demotivating: Can One Desire Too Much of a Good Thing?” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 79.6 (2000): 995-1006; Alison P. Lenton and Marco Francesconi, “How Humans Cognitively Manage an Abundance of Mate Options,” Psychological Science 21.4 (2010): 528-533; Barry Schwartz, Andrew Ward, John Monterosso, Sonja Lyubomirsky, Katherine White, and Darrin R. Lehman, “Maximizing versus Satisficing: Happiness Is a Matter of Choice,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 83.5 (2002: 1178-1197) and political science; Marco R. Steenbergen, Dominik Hangartner, and Catherine E. de Vries, “Choice under Complexity: a Heuristic-Systematic Model of Electoral Behavior,” Paper prepared for the Annual Meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association, Chicago, March 31-April 3, 2011; Saul Cunow, “Vote Choice in Complex Electoral Environments,” PhD dissertation, University of California, San Diego 2014; Rosario Aguilar, Saul Cunow, Scott Desposato, Leonardo Sangali Barone, “Ballot Structure, Voters also face challenges of attribution. If factors outside of a politician’s control drive performance outcomes, then these outcomes may reveal little about his true characteristics. Political institutions, such as coalition government, divided government, and federalism, may diffuse responsibility in ways that make it difficult to assign blame or credit for outcomes. Open economies also complicate attribution by diluting the impact of national level policy decisions. Stokes argues that incumbents use these ambiguities to create narratives exempting themselves from responsibility for policy outcomes. We can think of attribution as generating problems of uncertainty (if voters do not have enough information to reach a decision) or complexity (if they have the information, but putting it altogether is difficult). In all of these instances, voters may struggle to reach a conclusion about a politician’s performance record.  


New information may also introduce greater complexity, if, for example, it is difficult to reconcile with prior information. Perhaps prior information about a politician suggested uniformly positive performance across a number of dimensions, but new information suggests negative performance on a different, previously unconsidered, one. The voters’ task has multiplied complexity and choice has primarily examined how the number of options in the choice set affects behavior but not the challenges introduced by aggregating across dimensions. Complexity due to choice set size has been studied in economics and psychology (Sheena S. Iyengar and Emir Kamenica, “Choice Proliferation, Simplicity Seeking, and Asset Allocation,” Journal of Public Economics 94.7-8 (2010): 530-539; Sheena S. Iyengar, and Mark R. Lepper, “When Choice Is Demotivating: Can One Desire Too Much of a Good Thing?” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 79.6 (2000): 995-1006; Alison P. Lenton and Marco Francesconi, “How Humans Cognitively Manage an Abundance of Mate Options,” Psychological Science 21.4 (2010): 528-533; Barry Schwartz, Andrew Ward, John Monterosso, Sonja Lyubomirsky, Katherine White, and Darrin R. Lehman, “Maximizing versus Satisficing: Happiness Is a Matter of Choice,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 83.5 (2002: 1178-1197) and political science; Marco R. Steenbergen, Dominik Hangartner, and Catherine E. de Vries, “Choice under Complexity: a Heuristic-Systematic Model of Electoral Behavior,” Paper prepared for the Annual Meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association, Chicago, March 31-April 3, 2011; Saul Cunow, “Vote Choice in Complex Electoral Environments,” PhD dissertation, University of California, San Diego 2014; Rosario Aguilar, Saul Cunow, Scott Desposato, Leonardo Sangali Barone, “Ballot Structure, Voters also face challenges of attribution. If factors outside of a politician’s control drive performance outcomes, then these outcomes may reveal little about his true characteristics. Political institutions, such as coalition government, divided government, and federalism, may diffuse responsibility in ways that make it difficult to assign blame or credit for outcomes. Open economies also complicate attribution by diluting the impact of national level policy decisions. Stokes argues that incumbents use these ambiguities to create narratives exempting themselves from responsibility for policy outcomes. We can think of attribution as generating problems of uncertainty (if voters do not have enough information to reach a decision) or complexity (if they have the information, but putting it altogether is difficult). In all of these instances, voters may struggle to reach a conclusion about a politician’s performance record. 

We can also ask how voters incorporate incoming information with prior beliefs. Lieberman et al. suggest that information must be understandable for voters to utilize it, and that it must also be “new,” which presumably means it contradicts prior beliefs. However, the literature on motivated reasoning suggests that voters discount information that contradicts their prior understanding of the world. If true, then even new information may not have much of an effect. Voters may also discount information if they do not trust its source. Furthermore, even when they share common prior beliefs, voters may interpret a shared informational signal differently. In sum, information alone may not alter beliefs. If information does not alter beliefs, it is unlikely to reduce uncertainty or alter behavior.  

in complexity. Incorporating the new information requires them to aggregate and weigh dimensions against each other.

Problems of complexity, attribution, and information arguably arise commonly in African elections. African incumbents—like incumbents everywhere—rarely deliver unambiguously good or unambiguously bad performance records. Obtaining objective, high quality information about politics remains challenging for many African voters, inducing them to discount information if they do not know or trust the source. And attribution is difficult in situations where incumbents can realistically portray themselves as victims of either history or wider geopolitical and economic forces. In short, a wide variety of factors impede the ability of African voters to arrive at clear conclusions about the performance records of their politicians.

The large literature on heuristics in psychology and behavioral economics provide insight into how human beings behave in situations of uncertainty and complexity: they shift from slow thinking, a careful weighing, calculating, and aggregating of information, to fast thinking, which utilizes informational shortcuts or heuristics to move more quickly to an estimation of best choice. Useful heuristics take the form of factors that can be appraised quickly that reliably predict qualities that are either unknown or difficult to evaluate. Political scientists have incorporated these insights into studies of voting, arguing that voters fall back on informational shortcuts to make decisions in situations of uncertainty. These shortcuts typically take the form of party label for American voters. In other contexts, where party labels are less developed and informative, voters likely use other types of information.

Studies of African politics suggest that candidate ethnicity frequently operates in this capacity for African voters. Although ethnic identities can be challenging to detect in day-to-day exchanges with other citizens, voters can often deduce the ascriptive identity of candidates for office, in part because candidates and parties publicize this information. Moreover, beliefs about ethnic favoritism pervade many African contexts, and not unreasonably, as delivery of government outputs has been shown to follow an ethnic logic in a variety of places. Candidate ethnicity thus frequently fulfills the key qualities of a useful heuristic: voters can ascertain it easily and believe it predicts future outcomes. Previous work on African voting has focused on the use of heuristics in the face of policy or distributional uncertainty, but these same insights also apply to uncertainty about performance.10


Drawing together the strands of this section, when faced with information scarcity and complex evaluations of incumbent performance, we might expect African voters to rely more on a tried and true form of quick thinking: using candidate ethnicity to make vote choices. We might expect these behaviors to emerge most commonly when challenges of attribution make it difficult to assess responsibility for outcomes; voters discount information about performance records due to biases in processing or source credibility problems; or multidimensional and mixed performance records increase the complexity of evaluating performance. In the following section, I present the results from an experiment designed to test the effects of one hypothesis generated from this discussion: that voters are most likely to utilize ethnic shortcuts in situations of mixed performance records.

A Kenyan Survey Experiment

One hypothesis that flows naturally from the discussion of the behavioral foundations of accountability models is that multidimensional and mixed performance records, by adding to the complexity of evaluation, induce voters to use information shortcuts. In Africa, these shortcuts likely center on candidate ethnicity as party labels tend to be less developed. Co-ethnicity between voter and candidate should therefore matter most when voters face incumbents who have performed well on some dimensions and poorly on others.

Clark Gibson, James Long and I tested the link between mixed performance records and reliance on ethnic shortcuts through a survey experiment we implemented in an exit poll conducted during the 2013
national elections in Kenya. The experiment asked voters to evaluate the performance of a hypothetical presidential incumbent and to indicate whether they would vote for him. We manipulated two components of the hypothetical candidate: his ethnicity, as conveyed through surname; and his performance record, as conveyed by a short description of his performance across six dimensions we believed were salient to Kenyan voters: unemployment, growth, child mortality, corruption, institutional reform, and security. In the ethnicity arm, we had two treatments: Luo and Kikuyu. We picked these ethnicities because they represent the two largest ethnic groups in Kenya and typically are the ethnicities of the front-running presidential candidates. For Luo and Kikuyu respondents, randomizing candidate ethnicity between these groups also randomized the theoretical treatment of interest: co-ethnicity between voter and candidate. In the performance arm, we had three treatments: a pure positive record (all dimensions described in positive terms); a pure negative record (all described in negative terms); and a mixed record (some positive, some negative).

We expected the co-ethnicity treatment to have the largest effect in the mixed performance scenario, and our results support this hypothesis. Under mixed performance, co-ethnicity has a substantial impact on voting, shifting the probability of supporting the incumbent by about 12 percentage points (significant at <.01 level) in the pooled Kikuyu/Luo sample of respondents. In contrast, the average effect of co-ethnicity across the two other categories (pure positive and pure negative) is indistinguishable from zero.

Our experiment suggests that voters resort to ethnic shortcuts when mixed outcomes raise the complexity of evaluating incumbent performance. As mixed outcomes arise frequently in African elections, voters who prioritize performance may find themselves nonetheless voting on the basis of ethnicity. Moreover, if providing information merely makes evaluation more difficult, as it may when performance across different indicators is mixed, then counter-intuitively, more information may not break, but rather reinforce, the pattern of ethnic voting.

Conclusion

Africanists have often contrasted performance voting with ethnic voting, painting the former as the more sophisticated, rational, evaluative mode of behavior. Closer examination reveals that ethnic voting may emerge as a reasonable response to the challenges of evaluating performance common in African elections: mixed records, low reliability of information, and diffused responsibility for outcomes. These same challenges may explain why experimental evaluations of accountability models have for the most part produced null results, in spite of widespread agreement that performance matters to voters in Africa. Future work should further examine behavioral barriers to performance voting, and couple large field experiments with microanalysis of behavior enabled by lab and survey experiments, as well as more qualitative techniques aimed at uncovering process and motivation.
The literature on democracies in the developing world paints a picture of rampant vote-buying. The poor, in particular, are expected to vote for candidates in exchange for direct, tangible benefits in elections, rather than campaign promises of public goods or national legislation. In large part, this view is based on an argument that candidates target such vote-buying efforts to the poor because the poor sell their vote at a lower price, are more likely to act reciprocally, and are less likely to see vote-buying as morally unacceptable. Yet, it does not follow that the poor prefer such offers. The lack of a correlation between campaign expenditure and electoral outcomes suggests, at least indirectly, that vote-buying may not impact balloting to the extent believed. Money may flow freely at election time, but is the exchange of goods for votes what citizens prefer?


In this essay, we examine voters’ preferences and find evidence that candidates who seek their votes through short-term, self-interested incentives may actually lose support among the poor. We employ a rating-based, conjoint analysis3 embedded in the 2016 Local Governance Performance Index (LGPI) survey of over 8,100 Malawians.4 The research design is novel and--we believe--the first attempt at applying conjoint analysis to understand vote-buying. Employing a conjoint survey experiment in which respondents are asked to rate the likelihood of voting for a candidate with randomly varied clientelistic appeals, provides an opportunity to examine the poor’s ‘pure’ preferences over vote-buying. In the real world, of course, candidates present a bundle of appeals -- declaring that they will deliver roads, water, and health clinics as they pass out bags of sugar and rice. The conjoint experiment allows us to weigh the relative importance of such appeals in determining voters’ choices.

Malawi is particularly useful for examining the assumptions that the poor welcome vote-buying. Malawi has one of the poorest populations in the world. If poverty prompts individuals to accept voter-sellers’ offers, Malawian voters should respond favorably to these incentives. The Malawian case can spur our thinking about vote-buying and poverty elsewhere, advancing the literature on clientelism in developing democracies by explicitly considering the demand-side of clientelism.

We find evidence that voters are driven by community interests, not short-term, targeted incentives. Malawians respond most favorably to a promise of community goods, followed by a promise of future, personal assistance. They respond less favorably to those who promise immediate exchanges of tangible goods for votes, as emphasized in much of the current literature. In short, Malawians find vote-buying much less appealing than scholars often assume; rather, they support candidates who promise public goods for their area.

Literature

The literature on clientelism overwhelmingly anticipates that candidates target the poor because their votes are ‘cheaper’ and they are more likely to display norms of true and caring, allowing vote brokers to capitalize upon this to solve the commitment problem.5 These studies...

assume that the poor have induced preferences because they are in environments where these are the offers that candidates make. Other scholars assume that the poor actually prefer vote buying. The poor may prefer short-term gains over long-term benefits, may be more likely to view vote-buying as acceptable behaviour, and likely see material goods as a signal that the candidate can deliver in the future. The poor are expected to embrace vote-buying, in contrast to the middle class, which Weitz-Shapiro argues punishes candidates employing clientelism.7

However, studies from social psychology draw this into question, suggesting that the poor may not prefer vote-buying; indeed, they may even be offended by it. They find the poor are more likely than the wealthy to prioritize community needs over individual incentives and, given their greater need for assistance, to develop a greater propensity toward altruism than the wealthy. Similarly, behavioral economists find that monetizing exchange often undermines reciprocal relationships. These studies prompt us to question the untested assumption that the poor prefer vote-buying.8

**Empirical Strategy**

To interrogate the poor’s preferences toward vote-buying, we exploit a survey experiment conducted in Malawi in 2016. The experiment, described in more detail below, was designed to examine the extent to which respondents preferred parliamentary candidates who offered immediate targeted goods, targeted goods in the future, or community benefits. The experiment helps us to decipher preferences over vote-buying in the absence of direct questions, thus reducing social desirability bias associated with vote-buying. It also helps us to examine the poor’s pure preference for vote-buying, isolated from other, simultaneously presented appeals. Segmenting respondents by level of wealth according to a number of different indicators, we leverage the experiment to explore the expectation that the poor are more likely to prefer those offering them immediate targeted incentives over those offering future selective goods or public/club goods for their communities.

We use a rating-based conjoint analysis in order to examine the poor’s attitude toward candidates who engage in vote-buying. In single vignette experiments, such as a rating-based conjoint design, respondents are presented with, and asked to evaluate, a single candidate. This design is viewed as less powerful than paired comparisons, in which respondents compare two candidates side-by-side.9 In this case, however, it is the better design. Individuals are not comparing candidates who engage in vote buying versus those who do not, but rather are simply asked to rate the appeal of a single candidate who provides community goods or targeted incentives. By doing so, we are less likely to cue respondents to focus on vote-buying, thus reducing social desirability bias.


The experiment was embedded within the LGPI. The LGPI is a national face-to-face survey aimed at understanding individuals' experiences, satisfaction and perceptions of governance and service provision. We implemented the survey in March of 2016, using tablet computers. The experiment was seen by a random subsample of 1,191 of the survey respondents.

The stem of the question that all respondents received read as follows: "I am about to read you the descriptions of a candidate for parliament. Then I will ask you how likely you would be to vote for this parliamentary candidate." The interviewer then read a description of a candidate and asked the respondent: "How likely is it that you would vote for this parliamentary candidate: very likely, somewhat likely, not likely, not at all likely." To assure that the respondents had the opportunity to consider the information fully, the interviewer also offered to read the description of the candidate again. Once the respondent indicated that he or she was ready to answer, the interviewer recorded the answer.

The experimental setup involves randomly altering the candidate characteristics. The random assignment of profile characteristics in conjoint analysis allows for the testing of numerous candidate characteristics at once, while maintaining a low number of respondents. For this study, candidate characteristics varied in a number of ways including campaign appeals, co-ethnicity with the respondent, and strong (weak) ties to the community. These characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Choices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Campaign Appeal</strong></td>
<td>➔ Immediate Targeted Goods – bags of sugar, salt, and K500 bills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➔ Future Targeted Goods – promise of fertilizer subsidies/financial aid for funerals, and help with personal problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➔ Future Public Goods – promise of more schools, improved healthcare, digging of boreholes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Co-Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td>➔ Co-ethnic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➔ Non-co-ethnic (multiple)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strong/weak ties to the community</strong></td>
<td>➔ Born in the village/ward, has lived in the area for a long time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>➔ Has recently moved to back to this village/ward after many successful years living abroad</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The primary goal of the analysis presented here is to test whether poor voters prefer candidates who make appeals based on different types of incentives, including short- and long-term selective incentives, or community-oriented public goods. To do so, we consider how respondents evaluated candidates making different campaign appeals. The experiment presented six possible candidate platforms, three of which are the focus of this analysis: candidates who were described as handing out kilo bags of sugar, half-kilo bags of salt, and K500 bills to citizens in exchange for votes at public rallies; Candidates who promise citizens fertilizer subsidies, financial aid for funerals, and help with other personal problems once elected in exchange for their votes; and those...
The Results

We used the four-point scale described above to rate candidates. We follow Hainmueller et al. (2013) who show that Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression analysis is a consistent estimator of the Average Marginal Component Effect (AMCE) of different candidate attributes on the probability of a respondent voting for the candidate. To do so, we rescale the ratings to range between 0 and 1. One level of each attribute is omitted to serve as the reference category. Here, we present the impact of appeals, further conditioned on indicators of respondent’s wealth.

The results demonstrate that voters are not attracted to the promise of selective incentives. Using the promise of future particularistic goods including fertilizer subsidies, financial aid for funerals, and help with other personal problems once elected as the baseline appeal, OLS analysis finds that the ranking of candidate platforms is as follows from the most to the least preferable platform: the long-term promise of communal club goods, the long-term promise of individual benefits (access to services or government benefits after the elections). Compared to the base of long-term selective clientelism, immediate individually targeted goods (denoted as “Immediate Targeted Goods” below) are significantly ($p < 0.001$) less likely to be preferred by voters. Voters are 25 percentage points less likely to support candidates who attempt to buy their votes today than they are to prefer those who offer targeted incentives in the future.

To examine whether lower class individuals nevertheless prefer candidates who offer selected incentives, we analyze heterogeneous effects in the conjoint experiment across wealth levels. As shown in Figure 1, we find that the lowest wealth bracket, or poorest Malawians, significantly prefers candidates who offer goods for the community by 23 percentage points and eschews immediate targeted goods (i.e., ‘vote buying’) by 28 percentage points when compared to the promise of future selective goods. That is, voters appear to be driven by community goods. The results are similar for those in the middle class. Respondents in the middle income group are 41 percentage points less likely to support a candidate who buys votes outright when compared to those who offer future targeted benefits. However, in contrast to assumptions underlying much of the literature, the upper wealth categories are not less likely to prefer particularistic goods. In short, there is no evidence that the poor are more likely to welcome vote-buying than their wealthier co-nationals.

Across all four wealth measures, our analyses find little support for the assumption, so prevalent in literature on vote-buying, that the poor prefer clientelistic appeals. Regardless of the wealth indicator employed, we do not find support for the hypotheses that individuals prefer candidates offering individual incentives over those that offer community goods. We similarly find little support for the hypotheses that Malawians are present-oriented, preferring targeted goods today to those in the future. Rather, we find that the poor actually are less likely to support candidates who are willing to buy votes. Vote buying not only fails to appeal to potential voters, it actually makes them less likely to support the candidate.

---


Concluding Remarks

The findings in this study draw into question widespread assumptions underlying the literature on clientelism. Scholars of vote-buying have largely assumed that vote selling candidates target the poor, and the poor grant them support in return. We find, however, that poor voters are less likely to support candidates who offer them immediate targeted incentives, and they prefer those who promise to deliver community goods. The poor are willing to accept offers of cash, sugar and other handouts at election time, but they question their motives, seeing them as more interested in winning elections than in the welfare of the community. Citizens may accept material handouts at election time, but they do not view themselves as committed to voting for the candidate just because they do so. Vote-buying candidates lose support of the poor when they are seen as monetizing the vote.

This raises important questions regarding why, and when, vote-buying increases vote shares for these candidates. Certainly, vote selling is not always negatively correlated with vote share, as one might expect if vote selling candidates repel voters. But, when is it effective? The distribution of goods and services may be effective if it is part of long-term, clientelistic relationships. In this case, handouts do not create credibility (as Kramon suggests12) but rather are part of continued exchange. They are inoffensive only where the candidate is credible from the outset. Vote-buying may also be effective when paired with appeals of community. In this case, voters can enjoy the fruits of election while justifying their vote choice in terms of community welfare. The exchange is not viewed as one of cash for votes (i.e., voting is not monetized), and the exchange is not offensive.

Future work on the preferences of the poor concerning clientelism should explore the extent to which the findings set forth here transfer to settings that vary in terms of culture, economic development, inequality, and electoral conditions. In this study, we have focused on parliamentary elections in first-past-the-post, single member districts in a largely poor, underdeveloped country. The findings are important, as they demonstrate that even those often teetering on the brink of survival are highly critical of clientelism. We find convincing evidence against the widespread assumption that the poor embrace clientelism. Yet much work remains if we are to understand how this varies across conditions, and the mechanisms at work.
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Wallenberg Conference Centre, Gothenburg, Sweden


This year’s Policy Dialogue Day and GLD Conference is organized by the V-Dem (Varieties of Democracy) Institute, the QoG (Quality of Government) Institute, GLD-Gothenburg (Program for Governance and Local Development), UCPD (Uppsala Conflict Data Program) and ViEWS (a Political Violence Early-Warning System).

The annual Policy Dialogue conference bridges the gap between analysis and practice and aims to shed light on questions relating to democracy support and governance. The conference serves as a meeting platform for practitioners, policy makers, and academics.

We would be delighted if you are able to join us for this important event. To sign-up, please contact Natalia Stepanova at natalia.stepanova@v-dem.net.

More details and preliminary program could be found here.

The Program on Governance and Local Development (GLD) at the University of Gothenburg will hold its second annual conference on May 31 - June 1, 2018 with the theme, “Layered Authority,” in Gothenburg, Sweden.
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